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HIGH RESOLUTtON USP AS A TOOL FOR LOG DAT A
EXTRAPOLATION BENEATH AND AWAY TROM TH E

WEEL
A .A . TABAKOV, V .N . FERENCY , N .L. DORFMAN and V . A . MISHIN
Central Geophysical Expedition , 40/3 Narodnogo Opolcheniya Str., 123298 Moscow, Russia

Vertica.l seismic profiling propcised and (levelol)ed by E .I . Galperin more
thirt.v years a.go has beconne appiiea .ble to inariv expioration problerns especial .ly in
oil and gas prospecting .
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reservoirs - surface seismic.. and iogging . The variety of log rnet.hods is in gene-rail
an adequate tooi to deterinine the parameters of reservoirs penetrated bv the weïi
witti rreeessary resolution . Sierface sfeismi.c prospecting produce the %D image of
pr•oductive layers bot. its resolution is two orders of magnitude lover than achieved
by loggrog . This limittation as well as different measurement schemel are the ma-in
causes for ' inadequate reconstruction of reservoir images bv interpolation and
f,x_trapolat.ion of detailled log. data . in discrete points by means of 2D su_rface seismic .
Vertical sei srnic prospecting combines th'- advarit<.ges of detailed downhole
observa.t.ions a.nu surface 2D positioning of shot points to produce 3D images of
productive lagers . Soine developrnents in VSP software and field VSP geornetrv
are discussed below : These deveiopments aim to provide appiication of hig h

esolution VSP as a tool for log data extrapolation beneath . and awwray from the
welt.
High resolution VSP investi.gation of borehole is called VSP-LOG and
iricliides application of multipoint downhole tooi ; replaced on specified interwals .
equal to integer part of distante bel .,.-.,een geophones .
Time shifts and amplitude gradients are irieasiured with high accuracy after
reinoval of reflection events calculat .ed from log data . The resolution achieved mav
be one to several meters and data obt .a.ine d- on one si-de. may be directly correlated
to log data . On the other hand, this data . correspond to. seismic wavefields . The
high resolution in this approach does not depend directly on frequency band, bot
is based on spa.ce sampling along the well ,
This is not. applicable to the pro blern of log extra polation beneath the botto m
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the frequency bend . The approach applied is optima] deconvolution based o n
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estirnation of signal powt•r spectrum . noise pover spectrum and reflection . series
ixower spectrum from VSP records ort the first stage . The spectrum is smoothed
with not over 3db variations in the range from 811zto 200-250Hz for real data .

The nexi, stage is analytical continuation of spectra based on one-srded
property of VSP records. Restoration of low (up to zero) and high frequenties gives
the opportunity to obtain high resolution roversion for interval below the
hottoinhole .
If signal-to-norse ratio is high enough, the predicted acoustic irnpedances
mav be comiparable to loc data .
For offset VSP data the same approach to frequency resolution is applied .
The next problems to be. solved for image reconstruction are corrections for
acoustic impedance in observation point, refraction, reflection, absorption, angle of
incidente, spherical divergente and mieration of restored amplitudes to the truc
reflection points in predetermined model .

VSP-CDP stack or migra.tion procedure, taking into account all these
corrections with following inversion, produce. high resolution image of ti-ie media
adjusted to log data in the well through VSP-LOG .
The case history illustrates application . of this approach to accura e
delineation of reef boondar y to t.he Itokdunialak oir field in L zbekistar, . VSP DP
cross section illuminates tinrail fragment frorn 0 to 17,55m away frorn the weli . About.
three tienes higher frequencv and lateral resolution compared to surface CDP cross
section give rise to detailed interpretation of ar .hidryte renes and boundary of reef .
body.

